Evidence that the transport of ricin to the cytoplasm is independent of both Rab6A and COPI.
Cholera toxin, Shiga toxin and ricin are examples of protein toxins that require retrograde transport from the Golgi complex into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to express their cytotoxic activities and different toxins appear to use different pathways of retrograde transport. Cholera toxin contains the mammalian retrograde targeting signal KDEL and is believed to exploit the coat protein I (COPI) and KDEL receptor-dependent pathway to go from the Golgi complex to the ER. Shiga toxin, however, has no KDEL sequence to specify its inclusion in COPI-coated retrograde vesicles and is believed to use a recently discovered COPI-independent and Rab6A-dependent retrograde pathway to enter the ER. Ricin, like Shiga toxin, does not contain a KDEL sequence and is therefore a candidate to use the COPI-independent and Rab6A-dependent pathway of retrograde transport to access the ER. We measured the effect of the GDP-restricted mutant of Rab6A (Rab6A-T27N) on the cytotoxic activity of ricin and found that expressing Rab6A-T27N in cells did not inhibit the cytotoxicity of ricin, suggesting that ricin enters the cytoplasm by a retrograde pathway that does not involve Rab6A. Moreover, ricin still intoxicated cells when Rab6A and COPI were simultaneously inhibited, implying that ricin requires neither Rab6A nor COPI to intoxicate cells.